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FLOW COEFFICIENTS OF MONOSLEEVE VALVES

By C. D. WALDROX

SUTINIARY

The $OW coeficienk of the in~ake and the exhaust
ports of a sleeve-rake cylinder were measured by attach-
ing the cylinder to a large tank and measuring the changes
in pressure and temperature in the tank that were caused
by short periods oj air Jow through the rake ports. The
dedication of the equations on which ~he jlow coefficients
are based is giren.

Intake pork receiring air radially hare jlow coejieients
rarying from 0.81 at low ualues to 0.95 at high values of
pressure drop through the port. In the cylinder tested,
intake pork receioing air tangentially hare j?ow coe@-
cien~s varying ji-om 0.62 at low ralues to 0.78 at high
Pa[ties of pressure drop. Exhaust ports hare $OW co-
efficients varying from 0.70 at 10TLJralues to 0.89 at high
calues of pressure drop.

The distribution of total preswire in. the arms of the
sleere-calre intake manifold was measured. The arms
arejound to hate as little as 75 percent of the total preswure
within the man~fold entrance.

INTRODUCTION

Sleeve valves are considered by some engine designers
to have advantages over poppet valves. The mono-
sleeve valve has pro-red successful in aircraft. engines
and is in regular production in Great Britain. In refer-
ences 1 a.ncl 2, Fecklen describes the Bristol sleeve-
-i-alve engines, relates some experiences with them, and
compares them favorably with poppet-valve engines.

IrL reference 3, Hives ancl Smith discuss the applica-
tion of sleeve valves to in-line engines and consider
them not so attractive as poppet valves.

In references 4 ancl 5, N’utt states that good argu-
ments e.sist in fa-ror of sleeve valves but that more
experience is n.eecled to prove the claims.

In reference 6, Banks answers some of the claims
made for sleeve valves. OrLe of his answers suggests
that, at high speeck, slee~e-valve ports may have
poor orifice coefficients.

Sleeve-valve ports have square eclges to provide
cluick opening and closing, leading one to expect them
to have low flow coefficients. Often the flow coefi-

cierh that apply to thin-plate ori6ces are assumed to
be correct for sleeve-valve ports.

The purpose of the present work was to measure
the flow coefficients of a typical sleeve valve so that the

correct coefficients for the computation of air flow or
pressure drop through sleeve-valve ports will be avail-
able. The wdues of flow coefficients obtained with
this slee~e valve should be generally applicable to
most con-rentional sleeve valves anti shoulcl remove
the uncertainty about the relative breathing abilities
of sleeve- and poppet-valve engines.

APPARATUS

The measurements were performed on an experi-
mental sleeve-valve cylinder of 4.5-inch bore made
under the Burt-McC’ollum patents.

INTAKE PORT

The cylinder vms )4 inch thick at the ports and the
dee-ve was %2inch thick. All port edges were square.
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~IGCRE 1.-+leeve-wl;e ports and thek operation.

The shape of the ports is shown ancl their operation is
indicated in figure 1. The sleeve ports moved in an
elliptical pzth, the patio of the major and the minor
axes being 2}4:2. The maxtium opening area of each
port was 0.78 square inch. The cylinder had three in-
take ports arranged within about 180° of the cylinder
circumference and connected by a manifolcl cmt in the.
cylinder as shown in figure 2. Air entered this manifold
through a 1~i-inch cliameter round hole at the center
port in a direction perpendicular to the cylinder axis,

When the center port was being tested, the two ends
of the manifold were poured full of melted solder so
that no air could go through the encl ports. When the
end port was being tested, the solder was remo~ed from
one encl of the manifolcl and the center port was closed
with solcler. The exha]lst ports were sealed with gaskets
and covers.
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Figure 2 shows the sliding manifold cut-off valve
that was used to allow air to flow through the sleeve-
valve ports for a desirecl number of valve cycles when
the sleeve was in operation or for a clesired length of
time when the sleeve was stationary. This valve had a
sharp-edge opening that matched the manifold entrance.
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FIGURE 2.– Cross section though ports, manifold, and cut-off vake.

ln addition to the port-approach conditions shown in
figure 2, three other conditions were tested. Figure 3 (a)
shows a rounded plasticize mouthpiece with a radius of
curvature of 2142inch applied to the cut-off-valve en-
trance. Figure 3 (b) shows a 1)i-inch length of tubing
having a 1?f-inch inside diameter and an elliptically
curved mouthpiece with 3ji- ancl 2)&inch major and
minor axes applied to the cut-off-valve entrance. Figure
3 (c) shows plasticize fairing between the cut-off valve
and the cylinder port in conj unction with the mouthpiece
of z7&inch radius.

On the sliding part of the manifoId cut-off valve was
an electrical contact that operated with a stationary
contact to control an electric stop clock. These con-
tacts were set to start and StOP the CIOC~duriw t~~e
opening and the closing, respectively, of the cut-off
valve when the area of opening through the cut-off
valve became equal to the sl.eeve-vaIve port opening.
This clock gives values of time correct to within
+ 0,001 second and is described in reference 7,

During the measurement of coefficients with the
sleeve in motion} the sleeve was continuously operate-d
by the original engine sleeve-operating crank. This
crank was turned by an eIectrI.c motor and flywbeeI as
shown in figure 4.

Figure 4 also shows the sleeve-operating apparatus,
the sleeve valve, the cylinder, ancl the large tank to
which the cylinder was attached. The crank end of the
sleeve was sealed by a wooden plug and the sleeve, the
cylinder, and the tank formed an almost airtight cont-
ainer. The voIume. of the tank was 81.9 cubic feet.

The tank was evacuated by an electrically driven
vacuum pump.

The hTACA micromanometer. recorded the pressure
change in [he tank correctly to within +0,004 inch of
mercury and gave the gage pressure in the tank with
negligible error.

The temperature of the air in the center of the tank
was measured by a 26-gage iron-constantan thermo-
couple. The cold junction of the thermocouple was a
crushed-ice bath in a Thermos bottle. Measurements
with a Beckmarm differential thermometer showed the -.
cold-junction temperature to vary only 0.0230 F in 45
hours, which would be a negligible variation during each
run, The potential of ~he thermocouple was measured
with a potentiometer and a sensitive galvanorneter tha L
gave the potential correctly to within + 1.0 microvolt.
This potential measurement gave the temperature
change--of the air in the center of the tank to within
+0.04QF. .

MANIFOLDPRESSUREDISTRIBUTION

In order to determine the relation between the total
pressure in the manifold entrance and the total pressure

l-i/$‘

FIGURE 3.—AItcred port-approach corrdir~ons.

in the manifold end passages, the sleeve-valve cylinder
was mounted on a blower as skctc.hed in figure 5. The
total pressure in the manifold entrance was measured
by the- %inch-diarneter Lube A, whic~~ was be~lt al~d
pointed upstream so that it measured the full impsct
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Additionsfor exhuusf-per+ %efs.
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pressure of the e~tering air. This tube could be sfid tubes were 0.040 inch in diameter and were mounted

in its supporting packing gland to measure the pressure in the ~i- by 1ji-inch passage in zi pl~ne through the

at any point along one diameter of the entrance. cylinder axis, as shown in section C–C. Each of these

The pressure in the end manifold passages was tubes could be slid in its supporting packing gland to

measured by three total-pressure tubes B. These measwe the pressure at different places across the

-gjo131”—42—-Iti
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FIGCRE 6,—Diagrarrrrnatic sketch of set-up for checking apparatus with a calibrated orifice.

smzdl dimension of the manifold. Tubes were placed
at the midpoint of and ji inch from each end of the 1K-
inch dimension.

The pressures imposed on the total-pressure tubes
were indicated by l–f-tube manometers, as sketched in
figure 5. The manometer readings were estimated to
0.01 inch.

The apparatus was set up first with all three intake
ports open and then with one end port open to a width
of 0.3 inch.

EXHAUST PORT

Exhaust-port tests were made by putting air in the
large tank under pressure and allowing air to flow in
the exhaust direction through the center intake port,
This procedure closely reproduced exhaust-port con-
ditions.

For the exhaust-flow tests, the pressure in the large
tank was higher than could be cegiste.red by the micro-
manometer. In order to measure accurately the change
in this high pressure with the micromanometerj an
airtight auxiliary tank was connected through a valve
to the main tank as shown by broken lines in figure 4.
The micromanometer was so co-nnected that it gave the
difference in pressure existing between the auxiliary
tank and the main tank,

The tanks were pumped up by reversing the vacuum
pump used in the intake-port tests and using it as a
compressor. A Bourdon gage gave the pressure in the
tanks. A thermocouple in the auxiliary tank showed
the changes in the temperature of the air.

ACCURACY. CHECK APPARATUS

The apparatus for checking the accuracy of the
sIeeve-valv-e flow coefficients is sketched in figure 6.
It consisted of a thin-plate ori5ce 0.2258 inch in dia-
meter mounted between standard orifice-plate flanges
with a 24-inch length of 2-inch pipe between the orifice

EL’11

h
y-ncfion

Vacuum
pump

and the tank and a 17-inch length of 2-inch pipe
between the orifice and the atmosphere. The orifice -
and the flanges were made according to the A. S. il. E,
specifications given in reference 8. The end of the
17-inch pipe open to the atmosphere was flat and
smooth so that a wooden block with a smooth soft-
rubber covering sealed the end of the pipe when the
block was held against the pipe by the difference be-
tween the atmospheric pressure and the pressure in
the tank.

An ordinary stop watch having O.l-second intervals
was used to time the flow through the orifice.

METHOJX3

SLEEVE-VALVEFLOWCOEFFICIENTS

The method by which the flow-coefficient dekmnina-
tions w~re made was to force air by a known pressure
clifference through a known -valve-opening mea for a
known length of time into or out of a tank of known
volume. The volume of the tank and the change of the
pressure and the temperature of the air in the tank were
a measure of the weight of the air that flowed through
the valve. From the pressure drop through the vaIve,
the valve-opening area, the time during which air
flowed through the valve, the volume of the tank, and
the change in pressure and temperature in the tank, the
flow coefficients were computed by one of two equations.

Flow-equation derivation,—The flow equations are
based on the same assumptions as were the flow equa-
tions of ~loss (reference 9). The derivation of the equa-
tions will be given to show these assumptions and to
indicate the true meaning of the flow coefficients.

The equations are based on the assumption that the
totaI energy possessed by a gas before passing t.yrough
an opening plus t~e work done on the gas in pushing it
into the opening is equal to the total energy possessed
by the gas after passing through the opening plus the
work done by the gas in emerging from the opening.
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intema.1 energy, Btu
veIocity, feet per second
-weight, pounds
pressure, pouncls per square inch
volume, cubic feet
778 foot-pounds per Btu
absolute temperature, ‘F
gas constant
constant-volume specific heat of the gas

Subscript * denotes the condition of a moving mass
of gas before going through an opening and subscript z
denotes the condition of the gas after going through the
opening. Assume c, constant, as it is for an ideal gas;
+1>n,,Luc..

7. ~712

K-C, (TI— T2)+:(TI— T2)+2~
2Jg .

= (T1–TZ)(CU+:)+&

Substituting n

Assume that the gas passes through the opening with
a reversible adiabatic process, that, is, without friction,
without the generation of turbulence in the opening,
and without, heat transfer to or from the gas.

To
w =AcGPO— V22Tj p~

where
w

Po

TO

Po

A

;

-i’

rate of gas flow, pouncls per second
density of normal air, 0.075 pound per cubic

foot
temperature of normal air, 528° F absolute
pressure of normal air, 14.7 pounds per squarf

inch
area of opening, square feet
coefficient of discharge
spec.iflc gravity of gas at normal condition

relative to normal air
ratio of specific heats of the gas
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Air was taken either from the room or from the large
tank, when sIeeve-valve coefficients were measured,
and V 1 can be considered zero. Calculation shows

‘ha’‘“e‘e’m(+-~)r%)ne’’erh’sanappre-
ciable influence on the value of w below the critical
pressure clrop and can be neglected.

There results

~= .iiC~POTO~2gR-/ [
J
‘p’-p’’:’-’p’-p,)(i::)]po T, -

For air
G= 1

R=53.3

‘Y=1,395

From the test data

vLp Lp X81.9 XO.49~X144_4.277Ap
‘“m = tT1X25.4 X53.3 – tT1

(2)

(3)

where
Ap change in pressure in tank due to air flow, milli-

meters of mercury
t time of air flow, seconds

Combining equations (2) and (3) gives

~~ (4)

This equation applies when the pressure drop through
the valve is Iess than critical. In order to find the equa-
tion thzt applies when the pressure drop through the
valve is greater thin critical, equation (1), without the
1’, term, is .difl’erentia.ted with respect to p’ and set
eclual to zero:

Equation (6) applies when pz is less than 0.529 p,.
Equations (4) ancl (6) were applicable to either in-

take or exhaust flow. Equation (4) alone was sufficient
for all tests made with intake ports.

This derivation shows that the sleeve-vaIve flow
coefficients are the ratio of the actual flow through the
ports to the flow that would exist if the minimum area
of the air stream were the same. M the port area, if CP
were constant during the flow process, and if the gas
flowed through the port without friction, without the
generation of turbulence in the port} and without heat
transfer to or from the gas.

The values of ~1 and pz used in the computations
were the average values during each run.

Determination of Ap.—The value of Ap for intake
ports was obtainecl by the following procedure, The
tank shown in figure 4 was evacuated to a desirecl pres-
sure. After the temperature of the air in the tank
stabilized, carefully macle readings of the initial twn-
perature and pressure of the air in the tank were
recorded as well M the time at which the readings were
made, If measurements were being m~de with the
sleeve valve in operation> the manifolcl cut-off valve was
opened for a clesired number of cycles while the sleeve
-was steadily operating. If measurements were being
made with the sIeeve stationary a.t a specific port
opening, the manifold cut-off valve was opened for a
desired length of time.

hfa.ny successive reaclings of the pressure and the
temperature of the air in the tank were then made and
recordecl, together with the time of the readings.
Each of the successive pressure readings was corrected
to the temperature recorded before the cut-off valve
WaS opemed. The corrected readings B, C, D, E, etc.
ancl the initial reading A were plotted against time, as
in figure 7. Extending a line through these readings
back to the time of the reacling made before the cut-off
valve was openecl gave the pressure (4Xin fig. 7) that
wouId have existed in the tank after air flowed through

= 0.529pl for air, the critical pressure.

Substituting 0.529 p, for p, in equation (1) without
the ~’1’term gives

w= ~c::~opl~q[(~j:-(%y+l
CP=0.243 for air.

76.43 Acpl
w= -= (5)/–

> TI
Combining equations (3) and (5) gives

~= 0.05600Ap
Atp,~TT

- (6)

the vaIve port if there had been no Ieakage or ten~per-
ature change. The difference between X and i% was
the value of A~ used in equation (4) for computing c,

The method of determining Ap when making exhaust-
ffo-iv tests was slightly different. Both tanks shown in
figure 4 were pumpecl up to a desired pressure with the
valve between the tanks open. After the temperature
of the air in the two tanks had stabilized, the valve
between the two tanks was closed. The time ‘t
which it was closed was recorded, together with the
temperatures of the air in the two tanks.
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‘iYith the slee=re valve stationary at a specific port
opening, the manifold -valve was opened for a clesired
length of time. llany successive reaclings of the differ-
ence in pressure between the two tanks -were made with
the micromanometer and recorded with the time of each
reading. The temperature of the air in each tank was
recorded with each reading. Each pressure re~d~g
was corrected to the temperatures in the two tanks be-
fore the ma.nifolcl valve was opened. Plotting these
corrected values and extending a line through them to
the time reeorcled before the manifold dve -was opened
gave Ap.

Measurement of port area,—The opening area of the
center port at clifferent sleeve positions -was measured
by placing a piece of thin paper on a block of wood that
was forced into the slee~e port from the insicle of the
sleeve. The block was carefuIIy fit t ecl so tb at the piece
of paper completely filIed the sleeve port and pressed
tightly against the port in the cylinder. lYith a sharp-
pointed pencil the port-opening outline -was traced on
the piece of paper, care being taken to sight through the
manifold entrance ancl to see that. the outsicle of the
line corresponded exactly with the edges of the port.
Removing the piece of paper and tracing the outside of
tbe line with a, pla.nimeter gave the port openimg with
littIe error.

The opening area of the end port could not be
obtained in the preceding manner because the opening
was invisible from outsic{e the cylinder. The sleeve
-was lockecl in a desirecl position and an impression of
the port opening was carefully made on a piece of plas-
tic.ine inserted from inside the sleeve. A microscope
with cross hairs in the eyepiece a.nclhaving a tabIe with
tw-o-clirectional micrometer adjustments was used to
obtain the dimensions of the impression. The climen-
siom -were plotted to a Iarge scale and the area -was
found with a planimeter.

The dues of area obtained for the center port were
the port-opening areas in the cylindrical surface between
the sIee-re and the cylincler. The value of area obtained
for the end port -was the area in the cylindrical sleeve
projected onto a plane. Inasmuch as the areas meas-
ured by the two methods differed by less than 1 per-
cent, it made IittIe difl’erence which methocl w-as used.

Determination of time of flow,-For the tests with
the sleeve stationary, the time of air flow was the time
during which the manifold cut-off valve was open, as
indicated by the stop clock.

with the sleeve in operation, the time of air flow
through the port couId not be clirectly obtained. In-
stead of using A and t separately, the product At was
determined ancl used for computing c. The product
A was obtained from the area of the plot of port-
opening area against, sleeve crank degrees by multiply-
ing the area. of the plot by the proper factor to change
degrees to seconds and then multiplying by the number
of cycles during which air flowed through the port.

This multiplication factor was determined by accur-
ately measuring the speed of rotation of the sIeeve
crank cluring each run. The number of cycles was
visually counted.

N1.4NIFoLDPRESSURED1STRIBUTIO&7

The relation between the pressure in the manifold
entrance and in the manifold end passages -was deter-
mined as follows. Air was blown into the manifold
entrance and through one or three intake ports with
the set-up sketched in figure 5; the total pressure vi-as
then measured in the entrance ancl in one end passage.

Total pressure in the entrance was measured with
tube A at eight stations across the manifold entrance.
These stations were so spacecl m to be at equal incre-

I

] AP

J!
I

Tfm e

FIGURE 7.–Methwl of determining AD.

ments of area of the section. _Averaging the readings
at the eight stations ga.-re the average pressure across
the section.

In the encl passage of the manifold, pressures were
measured with the three B tubes at seven equally
spaced stations across the passage. Averaging the
reaclings of the B tubes gave the average pressure in
the passage.

METHOD OF ACCURACY CHEC!K

The accuracy of the results obtained with the appa-
ratus was checlied by measuring the coefficients of a
thin-plate orifice and comparing the values with A. S.
M.. E. values for this orifice. The apparatus in figure
6 w-as operated by placing the rubber-co~ered block on
the encl of the 17-inch pipe and evacuating the tank to
a clesired pressure. After the temperature of the air in
the tank stabilized, the pressure and the temperature
were recorded with the time of the readings. The
wooden block was removed for about 15 seconds and
replaced, the time of air flow being measured with a
stop watch.

Successive readings of pressure ancl temperature were
made and used in the same manner as for sIeeve-valve
tests to determine the change of pressure in the tank
caused by air flowing through the or~ce without tem-
perature change or leakage effect. The weighi of ah
Bow was computed by equation (3) from the pressure
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change, the temperature, and the volume of the tank.
Dividing this weight, by the stop-watch reading gave
the rate of flow w.

Flow coefficients were computecl from the following
equation, which was obtained by combining equations
[175] and [100 (b)] from reference 8 and is given in the
symbol terminology of the original paper:

K=
4x 144W

J—”

~~,YI 2X 144 X32.17 X2.702pI(p,-~z) (7)— ~,

where D is the diameter of the orifice in iuches. Vtdues
of 171were obtained from figure 73 of reference 8.

The values of the flow coefficient K were plotteci
against Reynolds number for comparison with experi-
mental data and will be discussed later in connection
with figure 13.

Comparing the computed vaIues of K with the values
given in reference 8 for similar conditions showed the
reliability and the accuracy of the apparatus for
determining the sIeeve-valve coefficients.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

INTAKE PORTS

Center port,—Flow’ coefficients of the center intake
port were measurecl with the sIeeve crank both station-
ary and operating at 100 rpm. Reference 10 shows thab
poppet-valve coefficients C1Onot vary with valve
operating speed. This fact leads one to expect sleeve-
valve flow coefficients not, to vary with va~ve speed and
to expect the coefficients measured at 100 rpm and with
the sleeve stationary to be applicable to any speed of
sleeve operation.

An idea of tihe effect of the inertia of the air neap a
valve port can be obtained from a calculation of the
error in the flow-coefficient measurements that is caused
by the inertia of the air in the manifolcl. Equation
(2) states that

where
t’ time required for the column of air between

sleeve-valve port opening ancl manifold en-
trance to be accelerated from zero velocity to
the veIocity that the pressure difference
yl—pj will generate

F force accelerating air, pounds
m mass of column of air (}17/g)
1 distance between sleeve-valve port and manifold

entrance, feet

[p,T’T* —t’= 144.X32.2 (PI–P2)

it= ZP,X158.17C

—d~
@l–pz)[pz–0.07T$(p~–~*jl -

144 X32.2 @l—pa)Pl 1

For the center port, 1 was 2 inches. The value. of c
to be used can be taken as 0.8.

For a pressure difference of 3 pounds per square inch
between the outside and the inside of the tank, the
equation is

~,= 2X158 .17X0.8

4

3(11.7 –O.0755X3)
12X144X32.2X3 560

=0,00038- second

The error in flow time caused b3~the time required

.—

for
gas ve$ocit y to build up will be, for five cycles t-it 100
rpm of the sIeeve crank,

0.00038
=0.05 percent

~x~x5

In an engine, probably only m small amount of gas
near the valve port has to be accelerated to build up
full gas velocity through the valve port so that the
acceleration time will be much less than 0.00038 second. -.
The sleeve-valve coefficients mewmed at 100 rpm of the
sleeve crank and w-ith the sleeve stationary should there-
fore be applicable to any speed of sleeve-valve operation.

Although valve speed appears to have no effect on
the flow coefficient of the. valve port, valve speed affects
pulsations in the intake manifoId. The length of the
flow path through the intake nmnifolcl of the testing
apparatus was very short when the sleeve w-as in motion
and the frequency of the pulsations in this length was
very high, The sleeve being operated at low speeds, all
standing waves in the intake should have been avoided
and the values of flow coefficients obtained in the tests
should be port coefficientts unaffected by pulsations in
the intake manifold.

The coefficients determined should therefore be di-
rectly applicable to any length of manifokl when the
pressure pulsations in a manifolcl have beeu investigated
and the pressure effective at the valve port has been
determined.

The flow coefficients of the center intake port with the
sleeve in motion are plotted in figure 8. All these co-
efficients were computed from equation (4). Curve (a)
was obtained with the port-approach conditions shown
in figure 2, The values of flow coefficient increased
from near 0.8 at low values of p, –pz to near 0.95 at the
critical, value of pl–p2. The plotted points were scat-
tered but the number of points was large and the curve
drawn through them should be near the true values.
The sciiitter of the points is believed to be due to the ~
method of determining Ap by extrapolation.
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Air entered the manifold through the square-edge
cut-off valve, which may have caused the air stream to
contract after entering the manifold. It was not known
whether the sleeve-valve port was at the verm contracta
of this entering air stream or whether the port was up-
stream or do-ivnstream from the vena contracta. hTone
of these conditions would be the same as that of air
entering the manifolcl from a pipe, as it does in an en-
gine. Sleeve-port coefficients applicable to engine con-
ditions were desired. IrL order to eliminate the con-
traction of the air stream after entering the manifold
-without applying a long pipe that would introduce
friction and possibly pulsations, a rouncled mouthpiece
was applied to the cut-off valve entrance as shown in
figure 3 (a). The sleeve-port coefficients measurecl with
this mouthpiece in use are pIotted as curve (b) in figure
8. The values of c were 1 to 2 percent higher than were
obtained with the square-edge cut-off valve entrance.

-A further attempt to secure the condition of a non-
contracting and nonexpancling air stream entering the
manifold without introducing appreciable pipe friction
was made with the mouthpiece and the manifoId shown
in figure 3 (b). The -ralues of c obtained are plotted as
curve (c) in figure 8. .$t low values of pl–pz, the values
of c were about the same as those of curve (b) and, at
high values of pl-pz, they were about 2 percent above
those of curve (b).

A.n attempt to secure as high a flow- coefficient as
possible for the sleeve-valve port -was made with the
port-approach condition shown in figure 3 (c). The
rounded cut-off valve entrance was smoothly faired into
the port in the cylinder. TT’ith this approach conclition,
one-half the circumference of the sleeve-~alve port
consisted of the square edge of the port in the sleeve
and one-half the circumference consisted of the -well-
faired cylinder port. This condition was believed to
give the highest flow coefficient possible with sleeve-
-mlve ports having square port edges at the mating
surfaces of the sleeve ancl the cylinder. The values of
c obtained are plotted as curve (d) in figure 8. The
~,aIu= are about the same as c~ve (a) at low. Values of

prpz ancl about 2 percent higher at high values of pl~z.
The close agreement of curves (a), (b), (c), and (d)

shows that flow coefficients for sleeve-valve ports are
insensitive to port-approach conditions. Curve (e),
the mean of the four curves, when air approaches the
port in a normal clirection, gives values of c that shouid
be applicable to any conventional sleeve-valve port
having air approaching in a normal direction,

The values plotted in figure 8 are the over-all coef-
ficients obtained -with the slee-re in motion and are the
summation of the values of c effective at each amount
of port opening. Reference 10 shows that poppet-valve
flow coefficients vary with the amount of valve opening.
For the purpose of determining whether flow coefficients
of sleeve-valve ports vary with the width of port open-

ing, the intake coefficients of the center port were
measured with the sleeve stationary at 0.1- and 0.2-inch
widths of opening. The port-approach condition was
that shown in figure 2, which was also used for curve
(a) of figure 8.

During the tests with the sleeve statiomuy, the
timing-clock contacts On the sliding mtmifold cut-off
valve were set to start ancl stop the timing clock when
the area of opening through the manifold cut-off valve
became equal to the sleeve-valve port area. If the
cut-off valve had had zero effect on the ah flow, the
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FIGW.E 8.—Coefficients of center intake ~rt with sIeeve in motion,

proper place to start and stop the clock during the
~pening and the closing, respectively, of the cut-off
~alve would have been when tbe cut-off-vaIve opening
~.rea was one-half the sleeve-valve port area. The
ret-off valve had to be open somewhat more than the
sleeve-valve port in order not to restrict flow through
bhe sleeve-valve port. The proper position to start and
stop the clock was somewhere between the position at
which the cut-off-valve opening area was one-half that
>f the sleeve-valve port and the previously mentioned
position at which the cut-off valve was open somewhat
more than the sleeve-valve port. Au approximation
ko this proper position -was made by starting and stop-
?ing the clock when the cut-off valve opening area be-
:ame equal to the sleeve-valve port area. The error
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between this chosen. position and the proper position
should have been equal to only a small part of the time
required to open the cut-off valve to thk. chosen posi-
tion. lleasurement.s showed that the cut-off valve
could be moved from a. closed position to this chosen
position in 0.01 second. The. error in time, therefore,
was only a small part of this 0,01 second and was inap-
preciable in the sleeve-valve tests.

The values of c obtained with the sleeve staticmaly
are plotted in figure 9. Both curves in figure 9 are
nearly the same as curve (a) in figure 8. As curve (a)
in figure 8 is an average of the coefficients for port-open-
ing widths of 0.1 inch, 0.2 inch, and on up to the full
width ancl is the same as the curves for the 0.1- and 0.2-
inch width of .openingj it can be assume.cl that the flow
coefficients do not change with the size of the port
opening. These results gi~e no information aboufi the
amount the port-opening size can be increased beyond
0.78 square inch without influencing the flow coefficients.
These results indicate, however, that eleeve-valve ports
somewhat larger tham the ones here tested would have
the same flow coefficients as long as the manifold
size is large.

End ports, —Figure 10 shows=the values of c obtained
when the end intake port with a O.3-inch width of
port opening was tested. The tests were made with
the sleeve stationary, The values of c. ranged from
0.62 at low vaIues of PI– p~ to 0.77 at high values of
PI –p~. These values are much lower than the ones
obtained for the center intake port.

Air from the manifold approached the end port in an
almost tangential direc~ion. Part of the decrease in the
coefficients was caused by the. fact that the air struck
the, port at an angle so that only an angular projection
of the actual port-openimg area was effective. lThen
the apparatus shown in figure 5 was set up for con-
tinuous air flow through only one, end port, a manual

FIGL-RE 9.—Coeffkients of center infa~e port with sleere stationary

inspection of the air. stream coming through the port.
showed the air stream to- be not radial to the cyIincler
axis but to be more nearly tmgentkd to the cylinder

bore.
The flow coefficients were lowered because some of

the air had to change direction betwee~ the manifoId

entrance and the manifold end passage. hleasure-
ments of total pressure in the manifoId entrance and
in the end passage when the appara[us shown in figure
5 was set up for con ~inuous flow through only one end
port showed a drop in total pressure of about 4 percent

pressure drop across valve,P,-p, , .fb per % j~.

FIGUBE 10.—Coefficients of end intake port with sleeve stationary.

between the manifold entrance ancl the end passage.
Because accurate total-pressure measurements of a
turbulent. air stream in a curved passage are clifficult
to make, the only way in which this 4 percent COUIC1
be of yalue is as a rough approximation to indicate that.
a small-drop in pressure. probably occurred between the
manifoId entrance and the. end passage during the
measurement of the coefficients of the end port. Fur-
ther reason for thinking that the drop was small was
the fae~ that, the manifold cut-off valve was rather thin
and hail an opening arez twice as large as the passage
area and five times as kwge as the end-port-opening
area tested.

The. .arnount the coefficient was lowered by the fric-
tion of the air against the manifolcl can be computed
from the fol~owing equation, which was taken from
reference 11:

kpJIT712
f71’= 14’@g

where

YI’ pressure drop in manifolcl caused by friction,
pounds per square inch

~_ O.1582_— I-— .- —

+

p!I’ld]

#l

p; density of air in manifold, pounds per cubic foot

()
T’l velocity of air in mamifolcl, ~ feet prr

‘second
hydraulic diameter of nmnifolcl passage down

(4.4,/ 0,), feet
area of manifold section perpendicular to flowj

O.0078 square foot
circumference of manifold section perpenciiculor

to flow> 0.375 foot
absolute viscosity of air in manifold, pouncls

per second per foot
length of flow path in manifo]cl, 0.33 foo~

From equation (2),

WI=158.17AC
4

(T1–~z)[Tl–l.0~j55(p1–pJl -
T,
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From figure 10, c = O. 69 at pl—p~ = 5 pounds per
square inch. The port opening was O.491 square inch.

~. =158.17X0.491X0.69 5[14,7– (1.0755X5)]
—/* 144 X0.00 iSXO.075~ 540

= 186 feet per second

0.1582X0.075X4X12X(186)2
p,’=

/
().()75X186X1 x12xlX3~.~

144 \ 12 X1.23 X1 O-5

=0.0203 pound per square inch

The pwcentage drop caused by friction in the
rmmifolcl for the condition chosen is

0.0203
—=0.004=0.4 percent

5.0

This result, is approximate but shows that the friction
loss should have been small.

Friction and the change in direction at the manifold
entrance, therefore, probably had only a. small effect
on the flow coefficients measured and, for practical
purposes, the coefficients in figure 10 can be usecl as
the coefficients of sleeve-valve ports when air is de-
livereci tangentially to the ports by small manifolds.
Large manifolds probably woukl give larger coefficients.

Relative charging abiIities of center and end ports,—
Yi%en air flows simultaneously through all three intake
ports in an intake system similar to the one tested, the
total pressure effective in forcing air through the center
port is the sum of the velocity head and the static heacl
of the air entering the manifold. Only part of the
velocity head of the entering air is transmitted around
the corner and is effective on the end ports. This loss
of pressure means that the end ports are less effective
than a comparison of the flo-ivcoefficients of the center
port and the encl ports indicates

TThen the ports are open a small amount, the veloc-
ity heacl of the air entering the manifold is low ancl the
end and the center ports will deliver amounts of air
almost proportional to their flow coefficient-s. .4s the
ports open, the relative effectiveness of the encl ports
decreases.

Figure 11 shows the total pressure existing in the
manifolcl end passages when both the center and the
end ports were wide open and when they were open to a
~~idth of 0.1 inch. T7hen the ports were open 0.1 inch,
the pressure in the end passages was almost the same
as that entering the manifolcl. Ti%en the ports were
wide open, the totaI pressure in the encl passages was
approximately three-fourths the total pressure in the
manifold entrance. This total pressure is Iess than the
static pressure at the, manifoId entrance. .$ga.in it is
pointed out. that, although the points fall on the curves,
the results cannot be considered to be more than approx-
imately correct because of the limited number of read-

ings in the pressure survey of the manifold passages and
because of the turbulent nature of the flow.

This survey shows that, when the ports are wide open,
the effectiveness of the end ports is only about three-
fourths as great as the flow coefficients indicate. It fol-
lows that the relative effec.ti~eness of each end port and

the center port is
>lC.75X0.63 0.545

0.80
=—=68 percent at

0.80

/tiXO.77Q&=69
low values of pressure drop a~d ~

0.97 .

percent at high values of pressure drop through the
valve when the ports are tide open. The relative effec-
tiveness of each encl port and the center port, when

0.63
open to a. -width of 0.1 inch, is ~=79 percent and

0.77
—= 79 percent, respectively, at 10-wand high values
0.97

of pressure clrop.
Sleeve-valve cy-linders could be made with all ports

receiving air radially, -which m-ould make the end ports
as effective as the center port.

The combined maximum opening area of the three
inlet ports of the 4fi-inc.h-bore slee-re-va.lve cylinder
was 3 XO.78=2.34 square inches. Sleeve-valve ports
can be design ecl -with flow areas more than tw-ice this
value.

The sleeve-valve intake ports of the cylinder tested
opened 9° after top center and closed 400 after bottom
cent er. Poppet. valves often open 150 before top cent er
and close 44° after bottom center. Increasing the
opening period of the sleeve valve would increase the
angle. between the straight edges of the sleeve ports
sketched in figure 1~which would increase the port area.

The major ancl the minor axes of the sleeve-port path
of motion -were nearly equaI in the sleeve-valve cylinder
testecl. The minor axis could not be appreciably
increased without. clestroying the seal of the val-re. The
major axis, how-ever, could be increased without changi-
ng the minor 5.<s by increasing the throw of the sleeve-
operating crank a.ncl moving the sleeve-actuating lug to
a greater distance from the cylinder axis. This change
woulcl increase the angle between the straight. edges of
the sleeve ports sketched in figure 1 and -would also
increase the height of the ports, increasing the port area.

EXHAUST-PORT COEFFICIENTS

Figure 12 shows the flow coefkients obtained with
air flowing through the center intake port in the exhaust
direction; the cut-off -i-a.lvecondition sketched in figure
2 was used. This process closely reproduced the
exhaust-port conditions and eliminated much of the
work required to change the apparatus from intalie-
port testing to exhaust-pori testing.
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Equations (4) and (6) were used to compute the
coefficients. The port was di.sda,rging against atmosp-
heric pressure so that equation (4) applied up to the
critical pressure of about 27.7 pouncls per squa,re inch,
Equation (6) appliecl when g, was greater than 27.7
pounds per square inch.

Coefficients for port openings 0.1 and 0.3 inch wide
were a.boui, the same for pressure drops through the

Press6re in~o[et,lbper sq ifi.

FIGURE 11.–Tota1 pressure in manifold inIet md in end passage

with all ports open.

r

range of drop in pressure through the port indicates
tha~ exhaust-port coefficicnhs do not change with
port-opening -wiclth.

The coefficients variec] from about 0.70 at low values
of pressure clrop across the valve to abouL!.89 at high
values. These coefficients were determined using air
at room temperature. The temperature of engine-
exhaust gases is far higher than room t empcrature.
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port from 50 to 10 pounds per square inch. Below 10
pounds pm square inch, the coefficients obtained with
the port opening of 0.3 inch were below those obtained
with the opening of 0,1 inch. A large number of
scattereci exp erimmt al points, however, existed for the,
0, l-inch opening ancl a smaller number of points, not
scattered, existed for the O.%inch opcming, The points
for the 0.3-inch o~>ening fell largely within the range of
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FIGURE 13.—Check test made with standard A, S. M. E. thin-plate orifice,

scatter of the O.1-inc.h points and it is believed that,
below 10 pounds per square inch,’ a greater number of
points for the 0.3-inch opening would have been more
wiclely scattered and the curves of flow coefficients for
both the 0.1- and the 0.3-inch openings would have
been almost the same.

The fact that the flow coefficients for the 0.1- and the
0.3-inch openings are almost the same through a large

Pressurz drop across volv~-pg-p2,lbper sq In

I+GL%E 12.–Coetl5cients of exhaust pork.

If adiabatic flow is assumed and c, is considered con-
stant, these coefficients might also apply at exhaust-gas
temperatures.

ACCURACYOFF1~.4LRESULTS

The measured coefficients of the thin-plate orifice
and the carefulIy determined A. S. 11. E. values giveu
in reference 8 are plot t ecl in figure 13. The. range of
pressure clrop through the orifice extended from low
vaIues to near the criticaI vcduej which ;vas the same _
range used in measuring intake coefficie-nts of sleeve
valves. Figure. 13 shows thzt tlic NACA results
agreed with the A., S. kI. E. results within t 2 percent.
This agreement show’s that the NTACA sleeve-valve
flow coefficients should be sufficiently accurate and ‘
reliabIe for design purposes.

Becayse. sleeve-valve ports resemble. thin-plate ori-
fices, their flow coefficients would be expected to be near
the coefficients of thin-plate orifices. The sleeve-valve
coefficients measured are much higher than A. S. kl. E.
values of thin-plate-orifice coefficients. This cliscrep-
ancy is partly clue to the fact that the A. S, hf. E. fiow
coeffic~ents K me based on equation (7), which is Q
hydraulic equation with the insertion of the YI term
to take care of the expansion of the gas, The factor YI
was empirically determined from test data, as explained
m pxge 65 of reference 8. l~alues of Tl, to be used with
~he A. S. h{. E. orifice flow coefficients are gi~en in
igure 73 of reference 8 and are slightly larger than the
~esuhs obtained from the expression for the effect of
diabaiic expansion as given by equation (88) of ref-
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erence 8. The dues of flow coefficient determined
from an equation involving 1“, will then be slightly
lower than flow coefficients determimecl from an equa-
tion involving an expression for adiabatic expansion.

using an adiabatic expression insteacl of equation (7)
for computing the values in figure 13 would make
K= O.623 insteacl of 0.615 for a Reynolds number of
23,600 and would make K= O.785 instead of 0.617 for a
Reynolds number of 57,600. The A. S. Jf. E. orfice
coefficients would then be nearer the ~ACA slee-re-
valve coefficients.

Equation (88) of reference 8 gi-i-es the same results
for flow coefficients as equations (2) and (4) of the pres-
ent paper. Equations (2) and (4) were used for the
sleeve-valve coefficients because they eliminate the
necessity of determining 171 for sleeve valves. The
sleeve-valve coefficients are believed to be generally
ancl conveniently applicable.

CONCLUSIONS

Inasmuch as sleeve-valve ports receiving air radially
were tested and founcl to be insensitive to port-opening
-width and port-approach conditions, the following con-
clusions are believed to be generally applicable to sleeve
valves.

1. Slee-re-whe inlet ports located in the direction
of manifold air flow have flow coefficients -varying from
O.81 at, low values to 0.95 at high values of pressure
clrop through the port.

2. Sleeve-valve inlet ports located 90° to the direc-
tion of manifolcl air flow have flow coefficients varying
from 0.62 at low values to 0.78 at high ~alues of pres-
sure clrop through the port, when receiving air from
a small manifold.

3. Sleeve-valve exhaust ports have flow coefficients
varying from about 0,70 at low values to 0.89 at high
values of pressure drop through the port.

4. Sleeve-valve flow coefficients for inlet ports re-
ceiving air radially and for e.shaust ports CIOnot ~rary
with the amount of port opening.

5. Sleeve-valve ports locat ecl at the ends of a forlied
inlet manifold similar to the one tested receive as little
as 75 percent of the total pressure at ports located in
front of the manifold inlet.
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